
Burrows

mirror

style features & technical information

important information

specifications

series sku product name w d H wt cube

understated modern design 
mirror inset between solid mindi wood frame

available in both java and antique water based finishes

special features - modular/flexible/complete set?
appropriate for what sort of application

suggest other products that could be paired with this 
product - for beds suggest mattress & slats

follow manufacturers recommendations for cleaning.
note safety labels and warnings 

solid wood and tempered mirror glass
available in Java and Antique finishes
easily installed - wall mounting brackets are included
can be mounted above double dresser
great for living application as well as bedroom 

Collection name

PRODUCT NAME

style

INSPIRATION - IE: SPECIAL MATERIAL, ERA OF DESIGN, IDENTIFIED 
NEED DESIGN ERA/INFLUENCE - IE: MID CENTURY

FORM -  IE: SCULPTUAL, ARCHITECTURAL, LINEAR 
MATERIALS - SOLID WOOD/VANEER, METAL/STEEL,  
MARBLE/STONE, ETC...
SPECIAL FEATURES  - MODULAR/FLEXIBLE/COMPLETE SET?
APPROPRIATE FOR WHAT SORT OF APPLICATION - GIVE IDEAS  
AND SUGGEST OTHER PRODUCTS THAT COULD BE PAIRED WITH  
THIS PRODUCT FOR BEDS - PAIR WITH NATURA MATRESS

features & technical information

available sizes - ie: kind, queen etc.; occaisional, coffee, console etc.
does it work with other products? ie: underbed storage etc.
available finishes
assembly/packing - flat packed, pre-assembled? etc.
special details - ie: hidden pulls etc...
for beds - mention slat system amount of drawers etc
commercial applications?
any sort of additional options 
for mirror’s - additional technical information as needed

specifications

SERIES SKU PRODUCT NAME W D H WT CUBE

30093 _01 SOFA - FABRIC 79.5 41 34 118 50

30093 _03 LOVESEAT - FABRIC 56.5 41 34 91 35

30093 _02 CHAIR - FABRIC 33.5 41 34 70.5 21

30093 _04 OTTOMAN - FABRIC 25.5 22 17.5 19.5 3.8

important information

follow manufacturer’s recommendations for cleaning
clean leather with a damp cloth
any warranty information or past quality issues could be mentioned  
here as well?

5080 - 401 - 14 mirror - java 50” 2” 24” 21.0 lbs 3

401 - 19 mirror - antique 50” 2” 24” 21.0 lbs 3


